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Abstract

Evaluating log-likelihood of Gaussian mixture density is major computational burden for the keyword spotting system 

using continuous HMM. In this paper, we employ the bucket box intersection (BBI) algorithm to reduce the computational 

complexity of keyword spotting. We make some modification in implementing BBI algorithm in order to increase the 

discrimination ability among the keyword models. According to our keyword spotting experiments, the modified BBI 

algorithm reduces 50% of log-likelihood computations without performance degradation, while the original BBI algorithm 

under the same condition reduces only 30% of log-likelihood computations.

I. Introd낞ction

Keyword spotting is a technique, which detects the 

predetermined keywords from the unconstrained utterance. 

It can alleviate the problem of performance limitation in 

the continuous speech recognition, while enjoying its 

merit of natural speaking. Therefore, keyword spotting 

technique has wide range of application areas including 

voice-activated audiotex service, automatic search of 

voice message and so on [1].

Most of current keyword spotting system is based on 

HMM. In general, continuous or semi-continuous HMMs 

yield better performance than discrete HMM, but they 

require expensive computational load in evaluating log 

probability of Gaussian mixture densities.

Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the 

computations of log-likelihood in continuous HMM. 

These are the method using rough and detail models [2], 

tree-based nearest neighbor search method [3], the method 

using vector quantization [4], bucket Voronoi intersection 

algorithm [5] and bucket box intersection(BBI) algorithm 

[6]. Among these techniques, we used BBI algorithm for 

the computational reduction in the keyword spotting 

system, because it does not require re-training process 

and has little additional computation for computational 

reduction. We made some modification in implementing 

BBI algorithm for keyword spotting application in order 

to increase the discrimination ability among the keyword 

models.

II. Baseline Keyword Spotting System

We implemented a keyword potting system based on 

continuous HMM. Fig. 1 represents the block diagram of 

the system. In this system, 12 order LPC cepstra and 12 

order LPC delta cepstra are employed as feature vector.
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Figure 1. Baseline keyword spotting system.

As recognition unit, we define triphones based on 45 

phoneme-like units. Keyword models are constructed by 

concatenation of these triphones. The HMM topology of 

phoneme-like unit is represented in Fig. 2. This model 

consists of 8 transitions and 3 tied distributions of 

B(egin), M(iddle) and E(nd).

Figure 2 HMM topology of a phoneme-like unit.
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The role of non-keyword model in keyword spotting 

system is to discriminate non-keyword portions from 

keyword portions in input speech. Therefore the 

performance of keyword spotting system is heavily dependent 

on non-keyword models. Too detailed non-keyword models 

may encroach the keyword portions and too smoothed 

non-keyword models cannot represent non-keyword portions 

appropriately.

In this study, we constructed 6 non-keyword models 

from 45 phoneme-like units by statistical clustering [7]. 

The distance measure for clustering is

冷,")=宣喜巳,巳) (1)

where pi and pj are i-th and j-th phoneme-like model, 

respectively. N is the total distribution number of model 

and is the distance between the distributions

of the two phonemes. , pj) is given by

".A) =4 £ "牛/疔, ⑵

where V is the dimension of feature vector, and “泌 and 

ojdk are mean and standard deviation of rf-th distribution 

of i-th phoneme in dimension k，respectively. We used a 

single silence model.

Overall HMM network consists of keyword, non

keyword, and silence models. In general, null grammar 

topology is possible because any number of keywords 

can be included in a sentence. But in this paper, we 

assumed that only one keyword could be included in 

input speech. Therefore we constructed overall HMM 

network as shown in Fig. 3.

III. Computational Reduction in Keyword 
Spotting

3.1. Bucket Box Intersection (BBI) Algorithm 
(6)

The basic idea of BBI algorithm, like other methods 

[2]-[5], is to compute log-likelihood only for the Gaussian 

distributions that reside near the current input feature 

vector. BBI algorithm substitutes predetermined threshold 

for log-likelihood of all the other Gaussian distributions 

that have little effect on observation probability of the 

current input feature vector.

BBI algorithm constructs a binary tree, which contains 

the whole Gaussian distributions as its components. Each 

leafs have several Gaussian distributions which are near 

to each other. In recognition procedure, BBI algorithm 

determines the nearest leaf to the current input feature 

vector, then computes log-likelihood only for the Gaussian 

distributions in that leaf.

In construction of a tree, BBI algorithm defines the 

Gaussian boxes for each Gaussian distributions and 

constructs a binary tree using these Gaussian boxes. A 

Gaussian box for a Gaussian distribution is defined as 

the approximation rectangle for the ellipse at a threshold. 

Projection interval [a<, bi] of a Gaussian distribution with 

a diagonal covariance matrix can be expressed using 

either an absolute threshold T or a relative thresh이d R 

as the following equations:

T + y lOg
*=i

T< the max imum value of the Gaussian
(3)

[a, , bj]=的 ±寸 一 2#log(&), 0M1 (4)

Figure 3. Overall HMM network for keyword spotting.

where “丿 and are mean and standard deviation of 

the Gaussian distribution in dimension 丿，respectively, and 

T is an absolute threshold and R a relative threshold.

While both of the two thresholds are user-controllable 

in determining the Gaussian box, the relative threshold 

enables more accurate modeling of the low probability 

regions of the mixtures than the absolute threshold, since 

it considers the width and height of the Gaussian 

distribution. According to the experiments in the original 

BBI algorithm, the system using the relative threshold showed 

better performance than that using the absolute threshold [6], 

and we also got the same res미ts. Thus we used the relative 

threshold for determining Gaussian boxes in this paper.
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Gaussian box is made up of these projection intervals. 

For example, a Gaussian box in two dimensional feature 

space is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Gaussian box in two dimensional sp헌ce.

In BBI tree the region belong to a node is called a 

bucket. A bucket at j-th tree depth is diSded into two 

regions by a division hyperplane that is orthogonal to 

y-th axis. A BBI tree with n tree depth has 2n leafs at 

terminal stage and tree search can be performed by n 

scalar comparison calculations. After determining the 

nearest leaf to the input feature vector, log-likelihood 

computations are performed only for the Gaussian 

distributions in that leaf and predetermined threshold is 

substituted for log-likelihood of all the other Gaussian 

distributions. As tree depth and threshold increase, the 

number of Gaussian distributions belong to a leaf decrease, 

thus more computational reduction can be achieved at the 

expense of potential increase in recognition errors. An 

example of BBI tree in two dimensional space is 

represented in Fig. 5.

Fig니re 5. An example of BBI tree in two dimensional feature 
space.

BBI tree construction procedure is as follows:

Step 1. Find all Gaussian boxes included in current node.

Step 2. For all coordinate axes xi, label the boundaries of 

all the Gaussian boxes in step 1 as L(ower), 

U(pper) and sort them along the axis. The 

hyperplane of cunent node is determined so that 

the number of L in left side equals to that of U in 

right side. Calculate the number of Gaussian boxes,

Ci, which intersect with the current hyperplane.

Step 3. The hyperplane, which minimizes Ci is determined 

as the division hyperplane of current node.

Step 4. Repeat step 1, 2 and 3 until the desired tree 

depth is achieved.

This method does not involve re-training process and 

has little additional computation for reduction since only 

scalar comparisons are required to search the tree.

3.2. Modification of BBI algorithm for 
keyword spotting applications

According to the BBI reference[6], BBI tree is constructed 

using all the Gaussian distributions. But in keyword 

spotting application, BBI tree with all the Gaussian 

distribution will result in reduced discrimination ability 

among keywords because of the Gaussian distributions of 

non-keyword and silence model. The discrimination among 

keywords is the most important factor in keyword spotting. 

Thus, we make some modification in implementing BBI 

tree for keyword spotting applications. At first, BBI tree 

is constructed using the Gaussian distributions of keyword 

models only. Then we classify the Gaussian distributions 

of non-keyword and silence models to each leafs of the 

pre-constructed BBI tree. The resulting BBI tree will 

maximize the discrimination ability among keywords.

To minimize approximation error, we carried out the 

same post-processing scheme as in the original BBI 

algorithm. A lot of training data are classified into each 

leafc of the BBI tree, and the contributions of all Gaussian 

distributions to the classified training data are computed. 

The Gaussian distributions, which are excluded in the 

leaf but have large contribution, are assigned to the leaf.

The following experimental results show that the 

modified BBI tree outperforms the original BBI tree in 

keyword spotting applications.

IV. Experiments and Results

Our task domain in this paper is the automated 

attendant service [8]. An incoming call is connected to the 

desired office division by keyword detection. 6 office 

division names are selected as keywords. 35 male speakers 

pronounced training database for keyword model in 

isolated word. Training database for non-keyword model 

is phonetically balanced 445 words pronounced by 22 male 

speakers. 15 male speakers who were not involved in the 

training database pronounced 6 isolated words and 6 

sentences for test.

Speech recognition consists of three steps: feature 

extraction, computation of observation probability
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(log-hkelihood) and HMM network search. In general, 

observation probability computation dominates the total 

computational load. The computational distribution of 

these three steps in our baseline keyword spotting system 

is 18%, 64% and 18%, respectively. Therefore, reduction 

of the computations for the observation probability is 

essential for reduction of overall recognition time. We 

carried out keyword spotting experiments using the original 

and modified BBI algorithms and compared the results.

In Fig. 6, we represented the difference of recognition 

accuracy between the modified and the unmodified systems. 

The horizontal axis is the computational reduction in 

log-likelihood computation compared with the baseline 

system and the vertical axis is the recognition accuracy. 

From the figure, it is clear that the modified system yields 

better performance (50% computational reduction) than 

the original or unmodified system (30% computational 

reduction), especially for the embedded keyword case.
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Figure 7 shows recognition results of the modified 

system in isolated and embedded word cases according 

to the threshold and tree depth. As we expected, Fig. 7 

shows that as tree depth and threshold increase, which 

means increased computational reduction, recognition 

accuracy tends to decrease.
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Figure 6. Recognition accuracy according to the threshold and 
tree depth;
(a) In case of isolated keyword,
(b) In case of embedded keyword.

Threshold R 
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Figure 7. Recognition accuracy according to the threshold and 
tree depth;
(a) In case of isolated keyword,
(b) In case of embedded keyword.

Fig. 8 shows the direct relationship between recognition 

accuracy and computational reduction in log-likelihood 

computation of the modified system as compared with 

the baseline system. The horizontal axis is the computational 

reduction as compared with baseline system. It can be 

seen from the figure that 50% of log-likelihood 

computation could be reduced, while maintaining the 

same level of recognition accuracy. In that case, the 

additional computation due to the BBI tree search was 

only 0.05% of total recognition time.
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F0J「e 8. Recognition accuracy according to the computational 
reduction.

It should be noted that, according to the experiments 

of original BBI algorithm (reference [6]), the speed-up 

without performance degradation was about 3 times of 

baseline system, while in our experiments the speed-up 

was only 2 times of baseline system. We guess the 

performance difference is due to the number of Gaussian 

mixtures in the two experiments. While the number of 

mixtures in the paper of the original BBI algorithm was 

about 3300, the number of mixtures in our experiments 

was only about 200. Therefore we expect that if the 

number of keywords and consequently the number of 

Gaussians for keyword models are increased, more than 

50% speed-up may be obtained.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we applied and modified the BBI 

algorithm to reduce the computational load for continuous 

HMM based keyword spotting system. Experimental 

results showed that the modified BBI algorithm reduced 

50% of log-likelihood computations without perfonnance 

degradation, while the original BBI algorithm under the same 

condition reduced only 30% of log-likelihood computations. 

It is also noted that the additional computation due to 

the BBI search was negligible (only 0.05% of total 

recognition time).

While BBI algorithm is successfully applied and 

modified to keyword spotting, it has a problem that the 

approximation error for the input feature vector near the 

boundary of clusters is relatively large. One approach to 

deal with this problem was introduced but at the expense 

of increased memory requirement [9]. We are now 

investigating a method to reduce the approximation error 

by adapting the BBI cluster to the input feature vector 

without additional memory cost.
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